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Scrolling Through Chinese History
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Hong Kong Museum of Art

HONG KONG—This city is better known for its commercial life
than its artistic one. But if Hong
Kongers can get themselves out
of their offices and into the local
art museum, they may find a surprising kinship with the thriving
economy of the Song Dynasty
(960-1279). Thanks to the rare exhibition here of one of China’s
most famous scrolls, the commercial life of that era has been
brought back to life in bustling
and vivid detail.
The 15-foot scroll, “Along the
River During the Qingming Festival,” is part of an exhibit of Chinese masterpieces from Beijing’s
Palace Museum to mark the 10th
anniversary of Hong Kong’s return to China. Although almost
every Chinese student learns
about this 12th-century treasure
in secondary school, the scroll
has been publicly exhibited only
twice since it was painted nearly
1,000 years ago.
Painted in ink on silk by
scholar Zhang Zeduan, the scroll
depicts the city of Kaifeng in immaculate detail. At that time
Kaifeng was one of the world’s
largest cities, with a population
of over one million. In the scroll,
more than 800 human figures—
ranging from monks to businessmen—trade, pray, drink tea, and
otherwise go about their daily
lives. It is the most comprehensive known portrait of life during
that era.
Most Song Dynasty paintings
focused on idealized landscapes,
but Zhang used his craft instead
to focus on Kaifeng’s economy.
The scroll’s portrayal of business-
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colophons on the painting. The
painting survived a number of
subsequent wars, and was several
times at the center of intrigue;
one man plotted to murder the
current owner in order to steal it.
It was almost lost permanently in
the late 1940s, when former Emperor Pu Yi fled the Forbidden
City with the scroll and a number
of other priceless treasures, only
to be intercepted. The Northeastern People’s Bank kept it safe
from the Cultural Revolution at a
time when many priceless works
of art were burned and destroyed.
Many of the former collectors
wrote long, detailed accounts explaining and interpreting the
painting. Despite these primary
documents, scholars know surprisingly little about the masterpiece,
which continues to be the subject
of vigorous debate. There’s even
some debate regarding the true
name of the painting, with some
claiming that “Qingming” simply
refers to peace and order—another translation of the term—
and not the festival.
Regardless of its exact origins,
the scroll remains a fascinating
glimpse into the heart of the
Song Dynasty, and a window onto
an era when China truly was the
center of the world—as the country’s Chinese name, “middle kingdom,” implies. Today, as China
considers another “peaceful rise,”
such historical parallels are all
the more relevant.
Ms. Politzer is a Robert L. Bartley
fellow at The Wall Street Journal
Asia.

